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TONING is a release of energy. "TONING is utilizing the
vibratory power of the voice by making long, sustained
sounds, without the use of melody, beat or rhythm" (GardnerGordon, 1993, p. 61). Vibrations that one produces with the
voice (groaning, vowel sounds etc.) can be purposefully used
to relieve physical and emotional tension and pain, and
promote positive energy. Also, TONING assists the healing
process because it is cleansing, harmonious and stimulating
to healthy cell growth. We release health from within as a
flower is released from the pattern in the seed (Keyes,
1983) .
TONING is not a miraculous thing. We are simply relaxing the
person into his natural state of health and restoring a
person to their harmonic pattern. TONING is the right use of
natural laws, as in gravity and electricity.
EXAMPLES

OF Vibrations

AS ENERGY:

---"Sounds" can, for ex., break a glass.
---Sonic (sound) therapy to disintegrate kidney stones.
---Plants' root growth and overall health can be
significantly effected by sounds and/or music.
---Hans Jenny, a Swiss scientist from the 1960's (and others)
have experimented with sound's effect on powdery
substances. Findings indicated that when powdery
substances, placed on a metal plate, were vibrated by
vocal and other "sounds" the powdery substance formed
tissue like/cellular like shapes.
---Sonar and ultra sound is (sound) energy.
Vibrations facilitate natural movement that is essential for
all life forms. The tides move, plants move, and sap rises
and falls in trees. More specifically regarding human life,
our hearts beat rhythmically, we breath rhythmically, we talk
rhythmically etc. And, the smallest part of matter (or what
exists in our universe), that is, electrons that make up
atoms are vibrating entities - hence energy. ENERGY IS THE
DIRECT RESULT OF MOVEMENT OR VIBRATIONS.
Notice how your head, neck, jaw, chest, etc. vibrates
simply humming. TRY IT!
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From all that I have researched, there is no "right or wrong"
way to TONE. It has been stated, and I have experienced that
individually we "fall into" our own comfortable TONING
routines.

